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Abstract
Evolution in technology causes privacy issues, which are currently under intense discussion.
Here, much attention is given to smart cameras, the Internet of Things and the Internet in general, while sonic AR systems are overlooked. Many users, for example, blindfold their laptop
cameras with physical layers, but it seems as if no attention is drawn to the sonic hardware that
can be hacked just like cameras. In this position paper, we highlight everyday situations that
are prone to cause privacy problems through Sonic AR. We then look at current proposals to
protect users from camera-caused privacy violations as examples and discuss how they could
be adopted to prevent sonic information misuse. We conclude by stating that the current privacy discussion overlooks Sonic AR, although this is a channel across which even more detailed and hence, more sensitive, information can be communicated and misused.
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Introduction & Background

Augmented Reality (AR) devices are becoming more and more integrated into people’s daily
lives. While AR solutions using a head-mounted display (HMD) (e.g., the Microsoft HoloLens) are getting ready for the usage outside the lab, many other (also non-visual) AR solutions have hit the market and are used in many everyday situations which leads to many privacy
discussions. However, when thinking about AR, many people think about having their picture
taken without giving consent, or their picture being streamed to the Internet without their
knowledge (Denning et al., 2014). But there is another capability of AR devices, which is

becoming more prominent, that has not led to a very prominent privacy debate yet: Voice
Input.
When we look at the history of everyday AR devices, the proliferation of Google Glass first
seemed to be a technological breakthrough, but then became a concerning topic in many privacy discussions. The public opinion was that persons wearing the head-mounted display were
recording passersby without their consent. This led to a shift in the public opinion about HMDs
and persons wearing the Google Glass in public were soon called “Glassholes”1 and eventually
led to the Google Glass being discontinued.
Nowadays the debate of wearing HMDs in public has calmed down. Although newer devices
e.g. the Microsoft HoloLens also are equipped with cameras, the privacy discussion about
these newer devices never started, or not started yet. Have people become sensitized towards
head-mounted cameras or did people stop caring about their picture being taken?
The privacy implications of various technologies have been investigated by a plethora of works
in different domains. Mobile users consider pictures, videos, their location as well as voice
recordings as sensitive data that should be protected (Muslukhov et al., 2012). To address privacy concerns towards devices developers use LED indicator lights. In the case of webcams,
indicator lights suffer from a poor effectiveness, because not all users recognize them (Portnoff
et al., 2015). Furthermore, the indicator’s behavior can be changed by a firmware manipulation
(Brocker & Checkoway, 2014) making it untrustworthy. To combat this, Koelle et al. (2018b)
provide design requirements that support users in noticing the status of a body-worn camera.
Privacy issues do not only concern the primary users, i.e., the users of the AR devices, but also
the privacy of secondary users - bystanders - can be compromised (Denning et al., 2014). Many
works mention privacy issues based on "recording". This recording does not explicitly exclude
voice recording, the main privacy discussion, however, is directed towards video recording.
In this paper, we aim to raise awareness about the voice input and output capabilities of stateof-the-art Augmented Reality devices (Sonic AR) and the non-obvious privacy implications
that using these devices comes with.
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Privacy-Critical Sonic Input Scenarios in AR

Since AR devices have made their way into more and more parts of our daily lives, we provide
three example scenarios when voice input can be a privacy issue: at home, at work, and in
public.

2.1 At Home
Guests are visiting a user of smart speakers at home. Most hosts fail to tell their guests that a
smart speaker (e.g., Google Home or Amazon Alexa) is always listening for voice commands.
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Although manufacturing companies guarantee that none of the recorded conversations are
transferred and stored without a user’s explicit input, e.g., a trigger keyword, smart assistants
could misinterpret parts of a regular conversation as a voice command and therefore start
streaming private conversations to acquaintances2. In the future, will we have to ask for consent first when a guest enters our home that is equipped with smart speakers?

2.2 At Work
In most work environments audio privacy is not considered at all. In meetings, smartphones
and laptop computers with active microphones are placed directly onto the meeting table. But
also, more restricted environments, e.g., production sites of big automotive producers, require
visitors to tape their phone cameras before bringing them onto the site. However, visitors are
not required to tape their microphones or asked if they activated “always-on” features, i.e.,
activating the smart phone by a voice command.

2.3 In Public
The third scenario is using voice activated technology in public spaces. Some countries, e.g.,
Germany, have laws and regulations for filming in public space. When a surveillance camera
is active, owners of that camera need to put up a sign warning passerby that their picture might
be taken in this area (e.g., BDSG 2018). These laws and regulations apply to voice recordings
too but are not that ubiquitously perceivable the way camera warnings are. Therefore, a conversation in a train or on the street could easily be recorded by any of the bystanders’ smart
devices without the recorded persons' or even without the device owner's knowledge.
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Proposed Solutions

The permission to take a photograph of a person in the public varies between countries3. Photographs potentially enable the identification of depicted persons and are therefore considered
as personal data under the EU Data Protection Directive 1995, under its revision from 2018
and under other derived national regulations. Voices also potentially allow identifying depicted
persons. Hence, laws for protecting personal rights in this scope, already exist4, even though
nowadays the primary focus is on camera recordings.
Assuming always-on Sonic AR is violating privacy, there are several possibilities for privacy
protection. First, always-on Sonic AR could be forbidden, which is not a realistic solution.
Second, the usage of Sonic AR could be generally allowed, which seems not appropriate as
personal rights, business security, and social concerns would be violated, and it is of personal,
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Legal regulations defining whether a photograph of a person requires
his/her consent vary between locales. An overview is provided at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Country_specific_consent_requirements, accessed 14/06/2018
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industrial, social, and governmental interest to avoid such a right violence. The third possibility
is, of cause, to conditionally allow Sonic AR. Similar strategies have been proposed by related
research for AR cameras (Koelle et al., 2018b). Hence, we will, inspired by conditional rules
allowing for always-on AR cameras, propose ways to transfer promising solutions towards
Sonic AR.

3.1 Permission for certain user groups
Applications for special-needs groups, e.g., blind people, are most likely socially accepted,
especially if the audio is used for providing in-situ information, such as departure times at train
stations, but not for recording (Koelle et al., 2015). Hence, we could imagine that future assistant devices could integrate Sonic AR, which might be indicated as such and follow other laws
than the EU Data Protection Directive.

3.2 Embedded signal-based switches or noise
In some secure environments, where industrial innovations are under development, Sonic AR
could be forbidden in general. Two possibilities of turning off the Sonic AR devices are possible.
First, the user has the responsibility to switch off the device if required. But users might forget
this, because in ubiquitous computing devices become invisible through adaption. Furthermore, users might simply not cooperate. Therefore, the second possibility is controlling the
Sonic AR devices by signals. Those signals are given by the ubiquitous environment and can
stop the audio processing and/or the audio recording. A malicious Sonic AR device, however,
might be capable to continue recording by simply ignoring the signal. Therefore, a third possibility is sending noise in secure environments that project the audio signals, such that they
can no longer be processed and interpreted by a computer.

3.3 Mode transparency
The context of the situation, e.g., who we talk to and the conversation's topic, might create the
desire that audio/speech is neither captured nor analyzed. An obvious and intuitively User
Interface of Sonic AR devices could inform bystanders about the Sonic AR device's status.
This would empower the bystanders to refrain from sharing audio/speech information in that
situation.
User Interface suggestions from Koelle et al. (2018b) aim to inform bystanders whether a smart
camera is processing and/or capturing and/or recording images as well as the application purpose. Similar to that, we suggest to design Sonic AR devices with a User Interface that intuitively and immediately provides information about the device's actions to everybody who
might create an audio signal. In doing so, bystanders can choose to either avoid sharing auditory information or to move to a location where their audio/speech is not perceivable by any
Sonic AR system.

3.4 Explicit commands to activate
The most limiting Sonic AR User Interface would be a not always-on system, which only
switches on if the user takes action. Similarly to the activation mechanism of Google Glass,
pushing a button to activate voice input could ensure that the activation is only temporarily
and clearly visible for any bystander. Alternatively to gestural input, speech input could be
used, such as known from to most state-of-the-art smart assistant devices (“Ok Google”, “Hey
Siri”, “Alexa”), although this requires an always active microphone. Both input techniques,
gestures and speech commands, may have advantages in being clearly understood and appropriate. While speech may be very clear for indicating in calm environments, such as in a library, speech commands would most probably also disturb bystanders. Pushing a button to
activate a voice command might be subtle in quiet environments, but very visible in the user
and the bystander are in a face-to-face situation. However, hands-demanding input might be
inappropriate in many everyday situations.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this position paper, we want to highlight the fact that voice input in everyday Sonic AR
environments is treated more and more carelessly with regard to privacy. While video recordings underlie strict laws, regulations, and have social acceptability implications, the society
seems to neglect always-on microphones that are required for voice input.
This is why we argue that paying close attention to privacy implications is not only necessary
for cameras, but also for microphones. We argue that this is a problem in many everyday situations and provide three example scenarios.
Furthermore, we suggest four different ways of designing voice interaction for Sonic AR more
privacy friendly. We hope that designers, stakeholders, and especially users of Sonic AR devices will become more aware of the privacy implications that using such an “always-on”
technology comes with.
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